X Rituparna Ray Chaudhuri Examiner © ON SHOULDERS OF RESPONSIBLE GUARDIAN/PARENTS/FAMILY EXAMINATION 2 ENGLISH LITERATURE & ITS EVOLUTION No Internet Accessories should be enthralled. Dear Guardian & Student, You are requested to go through the paper and fill up the form individually as necessary. (THE QUESTION FORM) TO BE FILLED IN BY STUDENT Name of the Examinee: ---------------------------------- ----------- Class: ------------------------- Name of your School: -------------------------------------- -------------- (FORM OF SUPERVISION/RESPONSIBILITY) TO BE FILLED IN BY GUARDIAN  When your child has received the question paper? >>Mention you and your child's psychology during the first 40 minutes on receiving the question paper from the following options below. Write the word 'undergone' beside option(s), in particular: 1) Nervous but Confident: 2) Nervous and lack of Confidence: 3) Casual but Specific:  When your child has ended the Examination? (To be filled up once the Examination is over)  Signature of the RESPONSIBLE Guardian (You can type your initials or you can use Electronic Signature): VIOLATION OF INSTRUCTION WILL PENALYSE YOUR ANSWER. Examination Detail, In Brief Reading Time: 30 mins Writing Time: 1 hr 40 mins Full Mark: 113 Pass Mark: 44 Qualified Mark: 30 Write the answers as instructed: Read the following statements to support your answers with THREE MAJOR causes against every ONE COMMON reason TO AN EVERY INDIVIDUAL POEM that you need to specify on the space given below. REMEMBER DO NOT GO OUTSIDE THE BOX. Every Individual Common Reason to Respective Individual Poem: 6 Marks Every Three Major Causes to Support the Common Reason to be provided for each of an individual poem: 3+3+21⁄2 Number 1 Statement: Will you step into my parlor said the spider to the fly? (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, Number 2 Statement: It has been reported that Desiderata was inspired by an urge that Ehrmann wrote about in his diary: "I should like, if I could, to leave a humble gift -a bit of chaste prose that had caught up some noble moods." (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, Number 3 Statement: The story tells of a cunning spider that entraps a fly into its web through the use of seduction and manipulation. (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, Number 4 Statement: John brown is a modern ballad: Comment. (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, Number 5 Statement: Is there ought you need that my hands withhold? (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, Number 6 Statement: What are some unique characteristics of a dolphin? (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, Number 7 Statement: In whose voice is the poet speaking throughout the poem the gift of India? (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, Number 8 Statement: What are some questions about dolphins? (Reason carries 6 Marks) Reason: Three major causes to support your Reason of the given statement: (First Cause carries 3 Marks) Firstly, (Second Reason Carries 3 Marks) Secondly, (Third Reason Carries 21⁄2) Thirdly, THE END